Morphomic measurement of the temporalis muscle and zygomatic bone as novel predictors of hospital-based clinical outcomes in patients with mandible fracture.
Patients with mandibular fracture often have comorbidities and concomitant injuries making the decision for when and how to operate a challenge. Physicians describe "temporalis wasting" as a finding that indicates frailty; however, this is a subjective finding without quantitative values. In this study, we demonstrate that decreased morphomic values of the temporalis muscle and zygomatic bone are an objective measure of frailty associated with increased injury-induced morbidity as well as negative impact on overall hospital-based clinical outcomes in patients with mandible fracture. Computed tomographic (CT) scans from all patients with a diagnosis of a mandible fracture in the University of Michigan trauma registry and with a hospital admission were collected from the years 2004 to 2011. Automated, high-throughput CT analysis was used to reconstruct the anatomy and quantify morphomic values (temporalis volume, area and thickness, and zygomatic thickness) in these patients using MATLAB v13.0 (MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA, USA). Subsequently, a subset of 16 individuals with a Glasgow Coma Scale of 14 or 15 was analyzed to control for brain injury. Clinical data were obtained, and the association between morphomic measurements and clinical outcomes was evaluated using Pearson correlation for unadjusted analysis and multiple regression for adjusted analysis. The mean age of patients in the study was 47.1 years. Unadjusted analysis using Pearson correlation revealed that decreases in zygomatic bone thickness correlated strongly with increases in hospital, intensive care unit, and ventilator days (P < 0.0001, P = 0.0003, and P = 0.0017, respectively). Furthermore, we found that decreases in temporalis mean thickness correlated with increases in hospital and ventilator days (P = 0.0264 and P = 0.0306, respectively). Similarly, decreases in temporalis local mean thickness are significantly correlated with increases in hospital and ventilator days (P = 0.0232 and P = 0.0472, respectively). Decreased thicknesses of the zygomatic bone and temporalis muscle are significantly correlated with higher hospital, ventilator, and intensive care unit days in patients with mandibular fracture receiving reconstructive operations. This morphomic methodology provides an accurate, quantitative means to evaluate craniofacial trauma patient frailty, injury, and outcomes using routinely obtained CT scans. In the future, we plan to apply this approach to determine preoperative risk stratification and assist in surgical planning.